Tree in Parks & Reserves - Mass Planting (45L+)

Typical section 1:50

- One hardwood stake 38 x 38 x 1500. Ensure stakes do not damage rootball when installed.
- Tree as specified LSD-SPEC-01. Size and species as per approved plans.
- Top of rootball to finish level with surrounding soil.
- Soil as specified LSD-SPEC-01. Incorporate fertilisers into top layer as specified LSD-SPEC-01.
- Rip sub-grade and incorporate additives as per LSD-SPEC-01.

Tree in Parks & Reserves - Turf (45L+)

Typical section 1:50

- One hardwood stake 38 x 38 x 1500. Ensure stakes do not damage rootball when installed.
- Tree as specified LSD-SPEC-01. Size and species as per approved plans.
- Top of rootball to finish level with surrounding soil.
- Soil as specified LSD-SPEC-01. Incorporate fertilisers into top layer as specified LSD-SPEC-01.
- Rip sub-grade and incorporate additives as per LSD-SPEC-01.

NOTES:
- Comply with all relevant Australian Standards.
- Obtain DBYD drawings prior to starting work.
- Ground truth all possible conflicts with underground and overhead services and structures prior to commencement of works.
- Minimum tree installation size is 45L unless indicated otherwise in Conditions of Consent.
- Tree species substitution requires written consent from LMCC.
- Remove stakes and ties at the mid-point of the landscape establishment period.
- Timber in contact with ground to be suitable for in-ground use.